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Abstract
The focus of this study is to investigate the seismic behavior of outrigger-braced building considering the soil–structure
interaction based on finding the best location of outrigger and belt truss system. For this purpose, a central outrigger-braced
frame of a steel tall building is considered. A layered soil deposit underlied this frame and the resulting soil–structure system
is subjected to seismic excitation. To analyze this system, direct method is employed in OpenSees. Also, elastic and in-elastic
analyses are both considered and a comparison is made between current results and the results related to the system with
fixed base. The best location of outrigger–belt truss system is determined by considering the maximum roof displacement,
base moment and base shear with and without soil–structure interaction. It is shown that considering SSI affects the location
of outrigger–belt truss system. Elastic analysis of both systems, namely with fixed base and with soil–structure interaction,
showed that locating the belt truss at higher stories caused lower amounts of roof displacement.
Keywords Belt truss system · Soil–structure interaction · Tall building · OpenSees · Seismic performance

Introduction
In tall buildings, the most important criterion is lateral forces
such as earthquake and wind which may have significant
effects on design. Therefore, if horizontal loadings are to
be efficiently resisted, the appropriate structural form in a
tall building should be determined (Kamgar and Saadatpour
2012). There are different structural forms of tall buildings
and numerous researches have been carried out about the
approximate and exact methods of investigating the behavior, deflection, vibration, optimal design and control of
such buildings (Rahgozar et al. 2015; Alavi et al. 2018;
Khatibinia et al. 2018; Kamgar et al. 2018). An effective
technique to resist lateral loading in tall building is to use
an outrigger-braced system. This system is comprised of a
central core (braced frame or shear wall) which connects
to the peripheral columns by horizontal outrigger braces or
deep girders (Rahgozar et al. 2014; Malekinejad et al. 2016).
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In tall steel buildings, braced frames are used as lateral load
resisting systems. There are several studies about optimum
design of steel frame structure (Gholizadeh and Ebadijalal
2018; Gholizadeh and Poorhoseini 2015, 2016; Gholizadeh
and Shahrezaei 2015). Adding outrigger in a high-rise steelbraced frame increases the stiffness of structure by incorporating stiff outrigger at different position. Determining the
best location of outrigger and belt truss system is one of the
most important challenges in outrigger-braced system, with
the objective to decrease lateral displacement at top of the
building, base moment and base shear (Wu and Li 2003;
Gerasimidis et al. 2009).
Nonlinear static pushover analysis was used to find the
best location of outrigger in a two-dimensional high-rise
steel building by Patil and Sangle (2016). In this study, the
position of outriggers along a high-rise building can significantly influence the seismic performance such as base shear,
storey displacement, and inter-storey drift ratio. Kamgar
and Rahgozar (2017) located a flexible outrigger–belt truss
system optimally based on maximizing the strain energy
of system; Continuum approach model has been used for a
system consisting of framed tube, shear core, belt truss and
outrigger. The effect of outrigger and shear core system was
considered as a rotational spring, placed where belt truss
and outrigger system was located. Three types of lateral
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loading, i.e., uniformly, triangularly distributed loads along
the structure’s height and concentrated load at the top of the
structure, were applied and best location was calculated for
outrigger and belt truss system.
In previous researches, all of the structures have fixedbase conditions; whereas, in this study, the goal is to locate
outrigger–belt truss system optimally in tall buildings, considering soil–structure interaction (SSI). Investigation of
SSI shows that the dynamic response of a structure on soft
soil is considerably different from the one supported on a
fixed base (Chopra and Gutierrez 1974). Dynamic analysis of SSI has been focused in the field of structural analysis over the last 40 years. Modal characteristics of a frame
structure considering dynamic soil–structure interaction is
computed by finite-element perfectly matched layers model
(Papadopoulos et al. 2018). Bilotta et al. (2015) evaluated
the seismic vulnerability of a tall building in Italy by considering finite-element analysis of pile–soil kinematic to
determine the foundation input motion. It was concluded
that the effects of inertial interaction result in an increase of
the structural period of vibration; the increased structural
period also causes more reduction in spectral acceleration.
Kamgar et al. (2019) studied a 40-storey shear building to
find the optimum parameters of tuned mass damper system
considering soil–structure interaction effect.
Lu et al. (2003) carried out a three-dimensional finiteelement analysis of a tall building by considering dynamic
SSI. In this analysis, the effects of different parameters like
soil property, the rigidity of structure and buried depth on
dynamic characteristics and seismic response were discussed. A three-dimensional non-linear finite-element direct
approach was adopted by Amorosi et al. (2017) to analyze
the SSI behavior of a 1/4-scale nuclear power plant containment structure at the Lotung site. The nonlinear nature of
soil and initial stiffness varied with depth were taken into
account in this model. Moreover, Tabatabaiefar et al. (2013)
evaluated the effects of dynamic SSI on seismic behavior
and lateral structural response of mid-rise moment-resisting
building frames using finite difference method (FDM). Three
types of mid-rise structures with three soil types under two
different boundary conditions were considered. Liang et al.
(2018) used a 3D model of a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator on embedded hemispherical foundation to evaluate the
effects of dynamic characteristics of the site on dynamic SSI.
The effect of SSI on change of damping ratio of a structure
subjected to earthquake was studied by Cruz and Miranda
(2017). Bolisetti et al. (2018) evaluated the effect of linear
and nonlinear SSI analysis on safety of nuclear structures.
Karabork et al. (2014) studied the effect of SSI on responses
of base-isolated and fixed-base structures. Bagheripour et al.
(2010) evaluated SSI problems using wavelet theory and
infinite elements. Effects of soil–structure interaction on
adjacent building were investigated by Rahgozar (2015). In

this study, finite-element method has been used to evaluate the effects of soil–structure interaction on dynamics
response of different types of buildings constructed in Kerman. O’Riordan et al. (2018) have applied a performancebased design to two different projects, one in San Francisco
and one in Mexico City considering soil–structure interaction and compared the results with currently existing very
limited code-based guidance for performance-base design
of foundations.
In this paper, outrigger and belt truss system is located
optimally in tall buildings by considering SSI. For this purpose, a central braced frame of a steel tall building with
outrigger has been considered. A layered soil deposit underlied this frame and the resulting soil–structure system is
subjected to seismic excitation. For the aim of analyzing
this system, direct method is employed in OpenSees. Also,
elastic and in-elastic analyses are both considered and a
comparison is made between current results and the results
obtained from the system with a fixed base. The best location of the outrigger and belt truss system is determined by
considering the maximum roof displacement, base shear and
base moment in both models with and without SSI.
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Soil–structure interaction
In analyzing structures, particularly in case of dynamic
loading such as seismic excitation, it is important to consider SSI, because seismic loading affects the soil around
the structure. When the base of a structure is rigid, it is
assumed that the structure is founded on solid rock. Rigidity of solid rock causes free field motion to be very close to
rock; therefore, free field motion can be directly applied to
the structure. For structures built on soft soil, base motion
is completely different from free field motion. Preliminary
studies of SSI have showed that there are mainly two types
of SSI effects, inertial and kinematic interactions. The presence of soil layer on solid rock, excavation and implementation of rigid foundation into the site can modify the motion
and cause horizontal displacement and rocking component
of fixed base. This may change the acceleration of stories,
which varies over the building’s height. Geometric averaging of input seismic motion is called kinematic interaction.
Moreover, it is also required to consider inertial interaction.
The inertial loads applied to the structure causes an overturning moment and a transverse shear which results in soil
deformation which, in turn, modifies the base motion again
(Wolf 1985).
There are two main methods to consider SSI effect,
namely direct and substructure methods. In the substructure method, the entire soil-structured system is partitioned
into two main substructures: the truncated region of the soil
and the structure. At first, the unbounded soil is analyzed
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independently and the displacement–force relationship for
nodes in the interface of soil and structure is determined
as dynamic-stiffness coefficient of soil and is replaced by a
spring–dashpot system. Then, the structure which was supported on this spring–dashpot system was analyzed. This
approach is valid until the superposition law is accredited. In
direct approach, the entire structure–soil system is modeled
together by considering transmitting or absorbing boundaries at the truncated region of the soil and the whole system
was analyzed in a single step. This method is able to consider the non-linear nature of the problem related to soft soil
conditions (Wolf 1985). Direct approach has been employed
in the present study, using OpenSess software.

configuration of the central outrigger-braced system are
shown in Fig. 1.
The building is analyzed and designed for static and
earthquake loading using SAP 2000 program and LRFD
method based on AISC 360-10. The dead and live loads are
taken to be 500 and 300 (N/m2), respectively. The height of
each storey is 3.2 (m). All beam–column and connections
are considered rigid and hinge connection is considered for
all the outrigger–belt truss connections. Young modulus of
elasticity and yield stress considered to be 2 × 1011 (N/m2)
and 248 × 106 (N/m2), respectively. The properties of 2D
central outrigger-braced frame which is modeled in OpenSees are shown in Table 1.

Soil characteristics

Numerical model
Modeling of tall building
This study evaluates a 30-storey tall building with outrigger
and belt truss system. A central outrigger-braced frame of
this building is modeled for dynamic analysis of seismic
load on a layered soil. The plane of the building and the

The underlied soil is comprised of three 10-m-thick sand
layers. The percentage of density (Dr) is the lowest for the
top most layer and increases with the increase of depth. The
topmost layer consists of a 10-m sand (Dr = 45%), the middle one is considered to be a 10-m medium sand (Dr = 70%)
and finally the layer underneath the middle layer is comprised of a 10-m dense sand (Dr = 85%). The main soil

6m

Fig. 1  a Plane of studied
building, b configuration of the
central outrigger-braced frame

6m

4m

Selected
frame

6m

4m
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Table 1  2D model properties

phase transformation angle in degrees. Contract1 is a nonnegative constant which defines the rate of shear-induced
volume decrease (contraction) or pore pressure build-up;
dilate1and dilate2 are non-negative constants defining the
rate of shear-induced volume increase (dilation). Liqufac1,
liqufac2, and liqufac3 are parameters, which control the
mechanisms of liquefaction-induced perfectly plastic shear
strain accumulation, i.e., cyclic mobility. Finally, e indicates
initial void ratio.

Type of model

Stories

External
Internal
column section column section (cm)
(cm)

2D central frame with
outrigger

1–3
4–6
7–10
11–15
16–20
21–25
26–30

Box 75 × 3.0
Box 70 × 2.5
Box 65 × 2.0
Box 60 × 1.5
Box 55 × 1.5
Box 50 × 1.2
Box 45 × 1.2

Box 55 × 1.5
Box 55 × 1.5
Box 55 × 1.5
Box 45 × 1.2
Box 45 × 1.2
Box 30 × 1.0
Box 30 × 1.0

Table 2  Properties of soil layers (Mazzoni et al. 2006)

3

ρ (ton/m )
Gr (KPa)
Br (KPa)
ϕ
𝛾max
P’r (KPa)
d
ϕ PT
Contract
dilate1
dilate2
liquefac1(KPa)
liquefac2
liquefac3
e

Medium sand

Medium–dense sand

Dense sand

1.9
7.5 × 104
2 × 105
33
0.1
80
0.5
27
0.07
0.4
2
10
0.01
1
0.7

2
1.0 × 105
3 × 105
37
0.1
80
0.5
27
0.05
0.6
3
5
0.003
1
0.55

2.1
1.3 × 105
3.9 × 105
40
0.1
80
0.5
27
0.03
0.8
5
0
0
0
0.45

properties, including poison’s ratio and critical damping
ratio, are considered to be 0.35 and 10%, respectively. The
other parameters for each layer of soil are given in Table 2.
The soil domain in the analysis is 100-m wide and constant
cross plane thickness is 6 m which is equal to centerline
distances of adjacent frames under plain strain condition,
as assumed.
In Table 2, ρ indicates saturated soil mass density, Gr is
reference low-strain shear modulus determined at a reference
mean effective confining pressure, Br indicates reference
bulk modulus determined at a reference mean effective confining pressure, and 𝜙 represents friction angle at peak shear
strength in degrees. 𝛾max represents octahedral shear strain
where maximum shear strength is reached, determined at a
reference mean effective confining pressure. P’r represents
reference mean effective confining pressure, based on which,
Gr, Br and 𝛾max have been defined. d represents positive constant which defines variations G and B, which are both functions of the instantaneous effective confinement p′. ϕ PT is
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Finite‑element model of SSI system
OpenSees is particularly designed for the analysis of soil
and structural systems subjected to seismic loading which is
an open-source finite-element software. OpenSees has been
used to model the structure and the soil underlied, as it is
capable of considering different geotechnical features and
analyzing SSI. Figure 2 shows SSI system configuration in
OpenSees. For modeling and analysis of structures in OpenSees, the properties of the materials and type of the elements
must be defined.

Material property and type of elements
For the elastic analysis, the behavior of steel used in the
cross section of beams and columns is considered to be
elastic and elastic beam column is adopted for modeling all
the elements. For the in-elastic analysis, the steel is modeled using Giuffre–Menegotto–Pinto model. Figure 3 shows
stress–strain behavior of this material. Also, displacement
beam column element is utilized for modeling all the beams
and columns which are distributed plasticity, displacementbase element and capable of predicting highly nonlinear
inelastic material behavior.
A series of material properties are required to define
the constitutive behavior of the soil. These properties corresponded to the particular constitutive model selected in
the analysis. In this study, constitutive soil model is pressure-dependent multi-yield material. Pressure-dependent
multi-yield material, which is an elastic–plastic material,
is used for simulating the essential response characteristics
of pressure sensitive soil materials under general loading
conditions. These characteristics include shear-induced
volume contraction or dilation and non-flow liquefaction (cyclic mobility), typically exhibited in sands or silts
through monotonic or cyclic loadings. In this model, a set of
Drucker–Prager nested yield surfaces, with a common apex
and different sizes, form the hardening zone as shown in
Fig. 4 (Zhang et al. 2008). For both the elastic and in-elastic
analyses, soil behavior is linear elastic during the application of gravity load; but the soil properties are updated in
in-elastic analysis after applying gravity and the stress–strain
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Fig. 2  Configuration of SSI
system in OpenSees

0

0.002

0.006
0.004
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0.008

Fig. 3  Stress–strain relationship of steel (Mazzoni et al. 2006)

response is considered to be elastic–plastic in dynamic loading phase. This remains elastic for the elastic SSI analysis.
For the case of multiple layers, one material object is generated for each layer, using the material properties defined
in Table 2. With the exception of a few global properties,
each layer is given a separate set of properties. The soil is
considered to be dry and there is no groundwater. Therefore,
the soil is modeled in two dimensions with two degreesof-freedom using the plane strain formulation of the quad
element. Finally, four-node quad elements are used to model
the soil and counterclockwise pattern is used for their connectivity. The soil elements should be finer in the vicinity of
the structure. Therefore, in this study, in soil element generation, the size of the soil elements is considered to be finnier
in the vicinity of the structure in comparison to the other
elements of soil domain.
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purpose, this study adopted the standard viscous boundary,
introduced by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969). Dashpots are
positioned tangential and normal to the boundaries of a finite
model (Fig. 2) and their characteristics can be described
using Eq. 1.
√
2G(1 − 𝜗)
,
Cn = a𝜌VP VP =
𝜌(1 − 𝜗)
(1)
√
G
Cs = b𝜌Vs Vs =
.
𝜗
In Eq. 1, Cn and Cs indicate normal and shear damping’s,
Vp, Vs are dilatational and shear wave velocity of propagation, respectively; G is low strain shear modulus; ρ and 𝜗
are the mass density and Poisson ratio of soil, respectively;
and a and b are dimensionless parameters to be determined.
Viscous boundary is defined by zero length elements based
on material properties, as defined in Eq. 1 (Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer 1969). The constants a and b are determined based
on following equations:

a = 8∕15𝜋 (5 + 2S − 2S2 ),

(2)

b = 8∕15𝜋 (3 + 2S),

(3)

S=

Vp
Vs

√
=

2(1 − 𝜗)
,
1 − 2𝜗

(4)

where 𝜗 is the Poisson ratio of the soil.

Dynamic analysis

Fig. 4  Pressure-dependent soil material model: (a) yield surface configuration in principal effective stress space, and (b) schematic of
constitutive model response (Zhang et al. 2008)

Boundary condition
Modeling the domain boundaries of truncated soil is one of
the most important issues in SSI analysis. Characteristics
of these infinite boundaries should be defined in such a way
that the boundaries can absorb all the outgoing waves and
reflect no waves back into computational domain. For this
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In this paper, the time history for acceleration of El Centro is considered to locate outrigger and belt truss system
optimally. The position of outrigger and belt truss system
changed from the first to the top storey by applying seismic
loading each time to determine the maximum value of base
shear, base moment and roof displacement and the best location is determined based on minimization of the parameters.

Seismic response of structure
The fundamental frequency and the seismic responses such
as maximum roof displacement, overturning moment and
base shear of two systems (fixed base and SSI) without
outrigger, are calculated and shown in Tables 3 and 4. The
maximum internal column shears at the base of the structure
are considered as the base shear. In addition, the overturning
moment is equal to sum of moments in stories.
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Table 3  Seismic elastic responses of system with fixed base and SSI
Fixed-base system SSI system Percentage
difference
Fundamental frequency
Max roof displacement (m)
Base shear (kN)
Overturning moment
(kN m)

2.31

2.02

− 14.35

0.3838

0.4414

+ 13.0

515.5
131,320

1199.4
170,910

+ 57
+ 23.16

According to Table 3, in elastic analysis, fundamental
frequency is lower in SSI system than fixed base, because
of the presence of soil in dynamic models, rendering a more
flexible system. By comparing the maximum roof displacements, this factor is increased about 13% relative to the system with fixed base. In fact, consideration of SSI, whose
function is to result in foundation motion, caused an increase
in lateral deflection at the top the structure. This is especially important in high-rise buildings, since it can affect
the distance between the two adjacent structures, as well as
increasing P–Δ effect. Moreover, elastic analysis showed
that consideration of SSI led to increases in the overturning
moment and base shear.
As shown in Table 4, for in-elastic analysis, by considering the SSI effects, the fundamental frequency has been
decreased and the maximum roof displacement increased
and like elastic analysis, base shear and overturning moment
are larger in SSI system than those in a system with fixed
base.
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truss is determined for four different cases: elastic structure supported on a fixed base (El FB), elastic soil–structure system (El SSI), in-elastic structure supported on a
fixed-base (In-El FB), and in-elastic soil–structure system
(In-El SSI).

Overturning moment
To locate belt truss optimally based on this criterion,
changes of overturning amount are calculated relative to
belt truss location and are depicted in Fig. 5. As shown
in this figure, elastic analysis for both systems (SSI and
fixed base) brings about larger overturning moment than
that brought by in-inelastic analysis. For both analyses, the
changing pattern of overturning moment along the height
of building is almost the same in both systems (fixed base
and SSI).
The best locations of outrigger and belt truss system
are calculated along the structure’s height based on overturning moment for the different cases mentioned above
and are shown in Table 5. Moreover, for every case, the
amount of base moment reduction when the outrigger is
placed in the best location relative to the system without
outrigger and belt truss system is shown. As it is shown in
Table 5, considering SSI effect makes lower heights better
candidates for best location of outrigger–belt truss system.

100

90
80

In the following sections, outrigger–belt truss system was
located optimally based on maximum roof displacement,
base shear and overturning moment. For this purpose, outrigger and belt truss system location is changed from the
first to the last storey and each time the mentioned parameters are calculated. The best location is imputed to a height
which brings about the minimum amount of the above
mentioned parameters. Therefore, the best location of belt
Table 4  Seismic in-elastic
responses of system with fixed
base and SSI

Fundamental frequency
Max roof displacement (m)
Base shear (kN)
Overturning moment (kN m)

60

Height (m)

Determining best location of outrigger
and belt truss system

70
50
40

El FB

30

El SSI

20

In El FB

10

In El SSI

0
90000

110000

130000

150000

170000

190000

Overturning moment (kN.m)

Fig. 5  Base moment of the building frame as a function of outrigger
and belt truss location

Fixed-base system

SSI system

Percentage
difference

2.06
0.4316
477.4837
151,160

1.82
0.4868
632.65
157,380

− 13.18
+ 11.33
+ 24.52
+4
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Table 5  Best location of outrigger and belt truss system based on
overturning moment and reduction of overturning moment in the
relation to the system without outrigger and belt truss system

EL FB
EL SSI
In-EL FB
In-EL SSI

0.83
0.77
0.83
0.8

Reduction
percent
(%)
23.67
17
24.5
27.72

90
80
70
60

Height (m)

Best location (L)

100

50
40

El FB

30

El SSI

20

In-El FB

10
0

In-El SSI
0.3

0.35

0.4

Displacement (m)

0.45

0.5

100
90

Fig. 7  Maximum value of roof displacement as a function of outrigger and belt truss location

80

Height (m)

70
60

In-El FB

50

Table 7  Best location of outrigger and belt truss system based on
roof displacement and the reduction of roof displacement relative to
the system without outrigger and belt truss system

In-El SSI

40
30

El SSI

20

El FB

10
0

300

500

700

900

1100

1300

Fig. 6  Base shear of the building frame as a function of outrigger and
belt truss location

Table 6  Best location of outrigger and belt truss system based on
base shear and the reduction of base shear relative to the system without outrigger and belt truss system
Best location (L)

Reduction
percent
(%)

0.67
0.67
0.83
0.43

3
7.4
16
5

Base shear
Base shear can be an effective factor in determining the best
outrigger–belt truss location. Changes in the amount of base
shear can be recognized in Fig. 6. It can be observed in this
figure that the same as overturning moment parameter, elastic analysis results in larger value for base shear in relation
to in-elastic analysis. Moreover, elastic analysis reveals that
consideration of SSI significantly increased the amount of
base shear. The best location of outrigger–belt truss system
along the height based on base shear and reduction in base
shear, is calculated and shown in Table 6. As it is shown in
Table 6, the best location of outrigger and belt truss system

13

Reduction
percent (%)

0.47
0.53
0.27
0.33

14.27
13.57
11
16.41

1500

Base shear (kN)

EL FB
EL SSI
In-EL FB
In-EL SSI

Best location (L)
EL FB
EL SSI
In-EL FB
In-EL SSI

for elastic analysis is equal for both systems (fixed base and
SSI system); but for in-elastic analysis, considering SSI
causes variation in best location and shifts it to the lower
height of the structure.

Maximum roof displacement
Maximum roof displacement is one of the most important
criteria for locating outrigger–belt truss system optimally. To
consider this criterion, changes of roof displacement along
the structure’s height, in which the belt truss is located,
are shown in Fig. 7. As illustrated in this figure, in-elastic
analysis for both cases (fixed base and SSI) caused larger
values for roof displacement than those obtained in the elastic analysis. In comparison to the system with fixed base,
consideration of SSI caused larger roof displacement in
both elastic and in-elastic analyses for most of the heights
of belt truss placement. In elastic analysis of both systems,
namely with fixed base and with SSI, locating the belt truss
at higher stories causes lower amounts of roof displacement.
The exact height of best location of belt truss based on roof
displacement is determined and reduction of roof displacement in comparison with the system without outrigger can
be seen in Table 7. As it is shown in Table 7, considering
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SSI causes variation in best location and shifts it to upper
height of the structure.
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Conclusion
In the present paper, SSI was investigated for tall buildings with the objective of finding best location of outrigger
and belt truss system. In this process, outrigger–belt truss
was located optimally based on a few decisive parameters,
applied once to an SSI system and once to a system with
fixed base. For both systems, two types of analysis, namely
elastic and in-elastic analyses, were performed. Comparison of the results revealed that elastic analysis predicted
larger values of overturning moment and base shear for both
systems (i.e., SSI and fixed base system) than the values
obtained in in-elastic analysis. Conversely, the amount of
roof displacement increased in the in-elastic analysis. It can
be concluded that SSI model in both types of analysis can
predict larger values for roof displacement. Since the presence of soil in the model increased lateral displacement, it
can be concluded that in the designing tall buildings, locating the belt truss optimally with the objective of decreasing lateral displacement is of primary importance. Furthermore, base shear and moment as additional parameters can
be minimized; it was shown how considering SSI affects
the best location of belt truss. Also, in elastic analysis for
both systems, namely with fixed base and with SSI, locating
the belt truss at higher stories caused lower values of roof
displacement.
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